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Whether article types of a
 scholarly journal are
different in cited metrics using cluster analysis
of MeSH terms to display
A bibliometric analysis
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Abstract
Background: Many authors are concerned which types of peer-review articles can be cited most in academics and who were
the highest-cited authors in a scientific discipline. The prerequisites are determined by: (1) classifying article types; and (2) quantifying
co-author contributions. We aimed to apply Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) with social network analysis (SNA) and an authorship-
weighted scheme (AWS) to meet the prerequisites above and then demonstrate the applications for scholars.

Methods: By searching the PubMed database (pubmed.com), we used the keyword “Medicine” [journal] and downloaded 5,636
articles published from2012 to 2016. A total number of 9,758were cited in PubmedCentral (PMC). TenMeSH termswere separated to
represent the journal types of clusters using SNA to compare the difference in bibliometric indices, that is, h, g, and x as well as author
impact factor(AIF). The methods of Kendall coefficient of concordance (W) and one-way ANOVA were performed to verify the internal
consistency of indices and the difference acrossMeSH clusters. Visual representationswith dashboardswere shown onGoogleMaps.

Results:We found that Kendall W is 0.97 (x = 26.22, df=9, P< .001) congruent with internal consistency on metrics across MeSH
clusters. Both article types of methods and therapeutic use show higher frequencies than other 8 counterparts. The author Klaus
Lechner (Austria) earns the highest research achievement(the mean of core articles on g=Ag=15.35, AIF=21, x=3.92, h=1) with
one paper (PMID: 22732949, 2012), which was cited 23 times in 2017 and the preceding 5 years.

Conclusion:Publishing article type with study methodology and design might lead to a higher IF. Both classifying article types and
quantifying co-author contributions can be accommodated to other scientific disciplines. As such, which type of articles and who
contributes most to a specific journal can be evaluated in the future.

Abbreviations: AIF= author impact factor, AWS= authorship-weighted scheme, IF= impact factor, JCR= journal citation report,
JIF = journal impact factor, MeSH =medical subject headings, PMC = pubmed central, SNA = social network analysis, VBA = visual
basic for application.
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Highlights

� Google Maps is particularly used to show geographical
presentations. This approach is rarely seen in previous
papers.

� The individual academic achievements can be measured
by the authorship-weighted scheme which is a novel
approach used for quantifying coauthor contributions in
an article byline.

� The way to classify the type of articles is similar to the
latent class used in education and psychometric fields. The
objective assessment of comparing the citation metrics
among types of articles has been demonstrated in this
study.
1. Introduction

Every June, millions of academic scholars pay close attention to
the Journal Citation Reports, which release journal impact
factors for journals indexed in social science citation. The
statistical methods used for assessing (1) the academic quality of
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journals or authors and citation rates[1] and the knowledge
structure and development of research fields based on analysis of
related publications[2] are defined as bibliometric analyses. As of
April 4, 2019, 26 articles regarding bibliometrics were published
inMedicine (Baltimore), and 17 papers entitled with bibliometric
analysis since 2015.[3–7]

In the literature, some authors[8] described the influence of
article type on the impact factor(IF) for journals and found that a
higher IF was associated with the publication of reviews and
original articles instead of case reports. Some[9] reported that
rigorous systematic reviews received more than twice the mean
number of citations compared to other systematic or narrative
reviews. The value of case reports about the IF is low, since they
are rarely cited by articles.[10]

Another approach to classify article types was proposed to
apply the analyses of Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) as a
proxy of journals’ scopes.[11] This is due to the fact that
heterogeneous research types have different feature patterns
within a journal based on a variety of basic and clinical scopes.
The connections among theseMeSH terms can be investigated by
applying social network analysis (SNA)[12–15] to co-occurrence
features. However, to date, no matching scheme has been
proposed in the literature to help citation analyses assign articles
into an appropriate article type. As such, the prediction of article
types (or topics classified by MeSH terms) related to the number
of citation in a journal requires further study.
Another essential topic in bibliometrics is to select the most

cited authors who contributed to a specific journal or discipline.
Publications are a major criterion for assessing scientists for
promotion, tenure or funding.[16,17] However, not all authors are
necessarily viewed as equal contributors to an article. The trend
toward more authors per published paper is also required to
ensure those listed first (primary author) or last (responding
author) that should be generally apportioned more credit for the
work than middle authors,[18] As such, many counting schemes
have been proposed to quantifying co-author contributions,[19]

such as fractional counting[20–24] and authorship-weighted
counting[22–24] besides the traditional full counting (i.e., all
authors contribute equally to an article). We have not seen any of
these applied to scientific disciplines so far.
In this study, we attempt to
1.
 classify the type of articles using MeSH terms,

2.
 quantify co-author contributions with an authorship-weighted

scheme (AWS), and then

3.
 demonstrate how to visually select the most-cited authors for a

target journal.

2. Methods

2.1. Data source

By searching the PubMed database (pubmed.org), we used the
keywords of “Medicine” [Journal] on October 7, 2018, and
downloaded 5636 articles published from 2012 to 2016. An
author-made Microsoft Excel Visual Basic for Application
module was used to analyze and present the contents and
research results. All downloaded abstracts are based on the type
of journal article. All data used in this study were downloaded
from PubMed Central (PMC), which means ethical approval is
not necessary for the study, according to the regulation
promulgated by the Taiwan Ministry of Health and Welfare.
2

2.2. Frequency distribution of the number of authors per
paper for Medicine

The graph was generated using articles of Medicine (Baltimore)
downloaded for MEDLINE bibliographic data
(1)
 to display the frequency distribution of the number of authors
per article for Medicine, and
(2)
 to ensure the trend toward more authors per published paper
in the past.

2.3. Two approaches for displaying research results
2.3.1. The paper-based perspective. Social network analysis
(SNA) was applied to classify MeSH terms of articles inMedicine
(Baltimore). In keeping with the Pajek guidelines[25] using SNA,
we defined aMeSH term [i.e., a major topic with an asterisk (∗) in
downloaded MeSH labels] as a node (or an actor) that is
connected to another counterpart node through the edge of a line.
Usually, another weight is defined by the number of connections
between two nodes. The algorithm of community partition was
performed to identify and separate clusters.
Each article was in turn identified to a specific MeSH cluster

through the maximum likelihood estimation(MLE) [i.e., selecting
the highest weighted summation score from all possible clusters
(k), whereas the weighted summation score for MeSH (i) in a

given cluster ðkÞ ¼ Pn
i∈k

Wi, Wi is the degree centrality of MeSH (i)

in the journal network]. As a result, the unique MeSH cluster for
an article is determined by selecting the maximum summation
score across all possible clusters through article MeSH terms and
the degree centralities, see Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://
links.lww.com/MD/D303. That is the type of each article can be
determined by the specific cluster representative of the specific
MeSH term.
Thebibliometric indices (i.e., h, g, x,[26–28] andAIF[29,30]) for each

MeSH cluster can be obtained by calculating the number of
citable and cited papers over the 5 years from 2012 to 2016. The
Kendall coefficient of concordance (W)[31] was computed to
examine the internal consistency(IC) of the data (i.e., 4 indices)
related to MeSH clusters. If the agreement is accepted by the
statistical alpha level (<0.05),[32] the following analysis of one-way
ANOVA for inspecting the difference in mean of indices is
meaningful.
The highly associated citing journals withMedicine (Baltimore)

were also presented using SNA on Google Maps, see Figure 1.

2.3.2. The author-based perspective. An AWS was developed
according to the Rasch rating scale model[33] for quantifying
author contributions as the Equation (1):

Wj ¼
expðg jÞPm�1
j¼0 expðg jÞ

¼ 2:72gjPm�1
j¼0 2:72gj

; ð1Þ

Considering a paper of m�1 authors with the last being the
corresponding author, Wj in Eq. (1) denotes the weight for an
author on the order j (=m�2) in the article byline. The power g j is
an integer number from m�1 to 0 in descending order. The gm�1
for the first author is thus assigned by m�1.

The sumof authorweights in a byline ¼
Xm�1

k¼0

expðg jÞPm
j¼0

expðg jÞ
; ð2Þ
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Figure 1. Frequency distribution of the number of authors per paper by decade for Medicine.
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The sum of authorships equals 1 for each paper referred to Eq.
(2). This is a basic concept that ensures that all papers have an
equal weight irrespective of the number of coauthors.[34]

Accordingly, more importance is given to the first (=exp
(m�1), primary) and the last (=exp(m�2), corresponding or
supervisory) authors, while it is assumed that the others (the
middle authors) have made smaller contributions.[22,35] In Eq.
(2), the smallest portion (=exp(0)=1) is assigned to the last second
author with the odds = 1 as the basic reference.
The AIF of an author A for a given the year (e.g., 2017) can be

defined in Eq. (3):

AIF ¼
P

Cited:papers:based:on: � Wj:in:a:given:year:and:the:proceeding:5:yrs
Citable:papers: � Wj:in:the:given:5:yrs

;

ð3Þ
All authors’ citation numbers for each article were in

descending order along with the ascending sequential integral
number (i) from 1 to n. The three indices were computed as

follows: h(≥ci), g(�
Pg
i¼1

ci=g) and x-indexes ½¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
max

i
ði � ciÞ

q
,

where all the number of cited papers (denoted by ci)] based on
cited publications in 2017 and the preceding 5 years. Themean of

core articles on g denoted by Ag is defined as
Pg
i¼1

ci=g) to improve

the discrimination of individual research achievements.[36]

Due to the real numbers of weighted contributions propor-
tioned to coauthors, the rule for applying author weights to
calculate h-index is defined as follows: (1)h=cm + (k-1)/10 for
h-cores if max(ci)<1, where k= the point at citations≥ h-cores/
3

10 if max(ci)<1, see Supplemental Digital Content 2, http://
links.lww.com/MD/D304), and (2) h=h + the decimal if max
(ci)>=1, where cm= the maximal proportional citation
weights across all ci for an individual authors. As such, both
h and g indices are mute to differentiate the achievements using
integral numbers can be improved (i.e., with decimal digits).[36]

The most highly-cited authors can also be plotted with a
dashboard on Google Maps. Authors’ x-indexes are located on
axis X, Ag on axis Y, bubbles sized by AIF, and colored by
h-index, see Figure 1.
2.4. Video abstract for organizing data

We provide readers the opportunity to outline the key findings of
this study in a dynamic video (Supplemental Digital Content 3,
http://links.lww.com/MD/D305) with a dataset (Supplemental
Digital Content 4, http://links.lww.com/MD/D306). Through
this multimedia content, anyone interested in our work can
experience the research anytime, anywhere. (Fig. 2)

3. Results

3.1. Frequency distribution of the number of authors per
paper for Medicine

The graph (Fig. 1) provides us with a better understanding of
these perceptions and necessities in quantifying co-author
contributions. Qualitatively speaking, those listed first (primary
author) or last (responding author) in the byline are generally

http://links.lww.com/MD/D304
http://links.lww.com/MD/D304
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Figure 2. Study flowchart.
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apportioned more credit for the work than middle authors,[18]

even if the exact portions of each authors’ contribution are not
determined from their byline position.
3.2. Clusters of MeSH terms

The top 10 MeSH clusters were separated on Figure 3. The
representative terms with the most influential degree centrality
are shown for each cluster. We recommend that interested
4

readers scan the QR-coed on Figure 3 to see the details of
information in PMCby clicking the word of publication when the
specific MeSH bubble is selected.

3.3. Analysis of Kendall coefficient of concordance (W)

The counts of citable and cited articles across MeSH clusters
and over the years from 2012 to 2016 are shown in Table 1.
Four bibliometric indices are shown in Tables 2 and 3. We



Figure 3. Clusters of MeSH terms related to the journal of Medicine.
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found that Kendall W is 0.39 (x=14.20, df=9, P=12)
without IC for the four indices (at the bottom in Table 4).
If we remove the AIF with a lower correlation from indices,
the IC can be improved and accepted (W=0.97, x = 26.22,
df=9, P< .001).
One-way ANOVA shows that the means of MeSH clusters are

statistically distinct (F (20,9)=12.86, P< .001) in Figure 4. It can
Table 1

Citable and cited papers across MeSH clusters and over the years.

MeSH term 2012 2013

A: Citable papers
Diagnosis 8 2
Microbiology 2
Complications 7 4
Methods 3
Blood 2 5
Epidemiology 5 8
Therapy
Therapeutic use 7 1
Physiopathology 2
Genetics 3 3
Total 35 27

B: Cited papers
Diagnosis 91 17
Microbiology 9
Complications 54 19
Methods 18
Blood 23 59
Epidemiology 41 52
Therapy
Therapeutic use 60 2
Physiopathology 30
Genetics 28 37
Total 315 225

5

be seen that MeSH clusters represented by both methods and
therapeutic use display higher metrics than others.
The top 10 clusters of citing journals to Medicine (Baltimore)

are present in Figure 5. The representatives with the highest
degree of centrality for each cluster are highlighted with journal
names. The biggest bubble size is the journal of Medicine
(Baltimore), Oncotarget and PloS One, in order.
2014 2015 2016 Total

66 313 489 878
6 8 14 30
49 307 505 872
62 397 699 1161
22 200 314 543
28 271 379 691
4 32 78 114
43 270 482 803
9 58 103 172
28 135 203 372
317 1991 3266 5636

198 552 563 1421
32 15 11 67
183 495 591 1342
180 722 749 1669
70 576 439 1167
85 587 489 1254
11 93 135 239
139 660 646 1507
39 139 94 302
104 316 305 790
1041 4155 4022 9758

http://www.md-journal.com


Table 2

AIF and h-index for MeSH clusters over the years.

MeSH term 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Total

C:AIF AIF
Diagnosis 11.38 8.50 3.00 1.76 1.15 1.62
Microbiology 4.50 5.33 1.88 0.79 2.23
Complications 7.71 4.75 3.73 1.61 1.17 1.54
Methods 6.00 2.90 1.82 1.07 1.44
Blood 11.50 11.80 3.18 2.88 1.40 2.15
Epidemiology 8.20 6.50 3.04 2.17 1.29 1.81
Therapy 2.75 2.91 1.73 2.10
Therapeutic use 8.57 2.00 3.23 2.44 1.34 1.88
Physiopathology 15.00 4.33 2.40 0.91 1.76
Genetics 9.33 12.33 3.71 2.34 1.50 2.12
Mean 8.96 8.17 3.52 2.22 1.24 1.86

D:h-index Mean
Diagnosis 7 1 8 9 6 6.20
Microbiology 1 4 3 2 2.50
Complications 4 2 7 8 6 5.40
Methods 2 7 9 6 6.00
Blood 1 4 5 10 6 5.20
Epidemiology 4 6 5 8 6 5.80
Therapy 3 7 5 5.00
Therapeutic use 5 5 8 10 7 7.00
Physiopathology 1 4 6 4 3.75
Genetics 2 2 6 8 6 4.80
Mean 3.57 2.75 5.70 7.80 5.40 5.17

Chien et al. Medicine (2019) 98:43 Medicine
3.4. x-indexes for authors on Google Maps

The author Klaus Lechner from Austria earns the most highly-
cited achievement (Ag=15.35, AIF=21, x=3.92, h=1.35) with
1 paper (PMID: 22732949, 2012) cited 23 times in 2017 over the
past 5 years. We suggest interested authors scan the QRcode on
Table 3

g-index and h-index for MeSH clusters over the years.

MeSH term 2012 2013

E:g-index
Diagnosis 7 1
Microbiology 1
Complications 5 2
Methods 2
Blood 1 4
Epidemiology 4 7
Therapy
Therapeutic use 6 6
Physiopathology 1
Genetics 2 2
Mean 3.86 3.00

F:x-index
Diagnosis 7.48 1421
Microbiology 67
Complications 6 1342
Methods 3.32 1669
Blood 4 1167
Epidemiology 4.9 1254
Therapy 239
Therapeutic use 6.32 1507
Physiopathology 302
Genetics 4.9 790
Mean 1.86 1.54

6

Figure 6 to examine the author’s publication outputs in PMC by
clicking the specific author bobble.
Another author, Se Won Oh from South Korea owns metrics

(Ag=7.6, AIF=12, x=2.76, h=1.6) with one paper
(PMID:26426658, 2015) cited 12 times in 2017 and the
2014 2015 2016 Mean

9 11 8 7.20
5 3 2 2.75
9 9 8 6.60
9 11 7 7.25
6 11 7 5.80
7 10 8 7.20
3 8 6 5.67
9 12 8 8.20
5 9 5 5.00
7 9 7 5.40

6.90 9.30 6.60 6.11

9.8 16.12 17.61 6.96
4 3 2.45 2.17
9 16 18.65 6.89

9.17 18.65 21.35 8.95
6.24 16.52 16.06 6.39
6.71 17.2 16.79 7.14
3 7 8.72 4.11

8.25 17.83 19.08 8.82
4.58 7.62 7.35 4.09
7.42 12.08 13.11 5.57
4.26 9.86 10.81 6.11



Table 4

Analysis of Kendall coefficient of concordance (W).

MeSH term Citable Cited AIF h g x Mean(h,g,x)

G:Kendal W(data)
Diagnosis 878 465 1.62 6.20 7.20 6.96 6.79
Microbiology 30 25 2.23 2.50 2.75 2.17 2.47
Complications 872 536 1.54 5.40 6.60 6.89 6.30
Methods 1161 607 1.44 6.00 7.25 8.95 7.40
Blood 543 515 2.15 5.20 5.80 6.39 5.80
Epidemiology 691 557 1.81 5.80 7.20 7.14 6.71
Therapy 114 88 2.10 5.00 5.67 4.11 4.93
Therapeutic use 803 614 1.88 7.00 8.20 8.82 8.01
Physiopathology 172 131 1.76 3.75 5.00 4.09 4.28
Genetics 372 331 2.12 4.80 5.40 5.57 5.26

H:Kendal W(ranking) AIF h g x Sum

Diagnosis 3 9 7.5 7 26.5
Microbiology 10 1 1 1 13
Complications 2 6 6 6 20
Methods 1 8 9 10 28
Blood 9 5 5 5 24
Epidemiology 5 7 7.5 8 27.5
Therapy 7 4 4 3 18
Therapeutic use 6 10 10 9 35
Physiopathology 4 2 2 2 10
Genetics 8 3 3 4 18

DEVSQ AIF h g x 520.5
Kendall W W Chi df p

0.39 14.20 9 .12

DEVSQ h g x 721
Kendall’s W W Chi df p

0.97 26.22 9 <.001

Figure 4. Comparison of bibliometric indices among clusters.

Chien et al. Medicine (2019) 98:43 www.md-journal.com
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Figure 5. Clusters of citing journals to the journal of Medicine.

Figure 6. The most highly-cited authors for Medicine in 2007.

Chien et al. Medicine (2019) 98:43 Medicine
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preceding 5 years. The comparison and calculation of these
bibliometric indices will be further discussed in the next section.
4. Discussions

4.1. Principal findings

We found that both MeSH clusters (or concepts) of methods and
therapeutic use show significantly higher metrics compared to
other eight counterparts (F (20,9)=12.86, P< .001). The results
are similar to the study in 2002[30] addressing that for published
papers in the field of emergency medicine, commonly used
measures of study methodology and design can predict the
frequency of citations.
As compared to the previous studies[8–10] addressing
(1)
 a higher IF being associated with the publication of reviews
and original articles instead of those case reports;
(2)
 rigorous systematic reviews receiving more number of
citations than other narrative reviews; and
(3)
 case reports with low IFs due to rarely cited by articles, the
MeSH clusters is a new approach to verify article types with a
different number of cited papers in a journal or scientific
discipline.

4.2. Study features

The first feature is to objectively identify the type of articles by
way of applying SNA[11–15] to MeSH terms; in particular, by
matching each article to the corresponding cluster (concept) and
making the bibliometric indices linked to the clusters in
comparison (Fig. 3). The latent clusters can be characterized
by a pattern of conditional probabilities that indicate the chance
that articles are classified to a specific concept or characteristic,
like the latent class model (LCM)[37,38] in statistics, used for
featuring the type of articles.[39]

The second feature is to develop the AWS for quantifying co-
author contributions in computing bibliometric indices, particu-
larly using the proportional decimal numbers of weighted author
credits. As such, both integral h and g indices that are mute to
rank the achievements can be improved by using the decimal
digits.[36] Also, Vavryc ̌uk combined weighted scheme[34] (or the
harmonic credits)[42] is a special case of the AWSwe developed in
Eq. (1).
In comparison to the 2 prominent authors mentioned in

Results, both have only one paper cited 23 and 12 times with total
weighted citations of 15.35 and 7.60, respectively. The

calculations can be yielded by (1) g(� Pg
i¼1

ci=g,
[20] where g=1

for Ag (= 15.35 and 7.60); (2) the weighted citation credits � the
citable=AIF[29,30]=15.35/0.73=21 and 7.60/0.63=12 (based
on Eq. (1), articles in PMCwith ID=22732949 and 26426658 in

byline); (3) x ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
max

i
ði � ciÞ

q
[21]=3.92= sqrt (1∗15.35) and

2.64= sqrt(1∗7.60); (4) h=1+0.35 and 1+0.6 when h=h + the
decimal if max(ci)>=1. All authors shown in Figure 5 are subject
to the criterion of x-index ≥ 2 in this study.
The reasons for using Ag and x-index on two axes in Figure 5

are both indices are
(1)
 close correlated to each other than other 2(i.e., h and AIF);

(2)
 newly modified and developed later than h-index. Further-

more, AIF is sensitive to the number of citable papers [e.g.,
9

AIF for microbiology=2.23 higher than others in Table 2
due to a smaller citable sample size=30 and AIF=2.03
for author Chia-Hung Kao with the smallest bubble at the
right-bottom corner in Figure 5 due to a largest citable
papers=108].

The reason, without considering h-index as the main metric, is
discussed in examples:[28] if 1 author has a single publication with
100 citations and another has ten publications each with 10
citations, then the h-index of the former is one while the h-index
of the latter is 10. At the other extreme, an author with 100
publications, each with a single citation, has an h-index of 1. If x-
index was applied, all those examples mentioned above would
reach an identical value of 10 for measuring the individual
research achievement. Alternatively, the g-indexes are similar to
h-indexes at 1, 10, and 1. The Ag- indexes are located at 100, 10,
and 1. Hence, x-index is used for discriminate individual research
achievements in this study.
Let us look at the productive author Chia-Hung Kao[14]

(Taiwan) who published 108 citable papers in Medicine
(Baltimore), with 68 cited in citing journals. The bubble denoted
by AIF (=2.03=48.34/23.79) in Figure 5 is very small, located in
the bottom right corner. The top 3 cited weights are 2.94, 1.63,
and 1.47, respectively, indicating Ag(2)=2.28= (2.93+1.63)/2, x
(55)=5.06= sqrt(55∗0.47), and h(1)=1+0.94=1.94.
There are many other bibliometric indices, such as R-index

(¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPh
i¼1

ci

s
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ah

p
, where A ¼ Ph

i¼1
ci=h)

[40] and Euclidean-index

(¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPh
i¼1

c2i

s
).[41] Each has its features and limitations. The third

feature in this study is a demonstration of the combination of
various indices on a dashboard using Google Maps to display,
which is rarely seen in the literature.
The fourth feature is the PMC citations used in this study.

Traditionally, over 100 papers were found with a search of
“most-cited articles” [Title] in the PubMed library on October
10, 2018. Most of the applied academic databases, such as the
Scientific Citation Index (SCI; Thomson Reuters, New York,
NY), Scopus (Elsevier, Amsterdam, theNetherlands), andGoogle
Scholar,[43,44] to investigate the most cited articles in a specific
discipline. None were found using the PubMed library (i.e., a free
search engine accessing primarily the MEDLINE database of
references and abstracts on life sciences and biomedical topics) to
retrieve the citing articles.
4.3. Limitations

Although findings are based on the above analysis, there are still
several potential limitations that may encourage further research
efforts. First, this study only focuses on one target journal and can
be generalized to other fields or areas, particularly with different
characteristics and science categories.
Second, there might be some biases in author identification

because different authors with the same name or abbreviation but
affiliated with different institutions exist.
Third, using MeSH terms to define the article type is arbitrary.

The concept should be inducted from all or at least 2 or 3 main
elements instead of the principal one. For example, methods are
related to surgery and instrumentation; therapeutic use close to
prevention & control and drug therapy; blood associated with
metabolism mortality. Interested readers are invited to scan the

http://www.md-journal.com
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QRcode on Figure 1 to examine more relevant MeSH in a cluster
to define the true concept for the latent cluster.
Finally, although our cluster analysis and the AWS formula are

useful approaches for verifying the association of MeSH terms
and the number of weighted cited papers for individual authors,
the results may be affected by the accuracy of MeSH terms and
author real contributions instead of the last as the true
corresponding author. We used a variety of methods of cleaning
and identifying data in this research, but there still exist some
typos and errors, which will affect the cluster results to some
extent.
5. Conclusions

Through the above results and discussion, some valuable results
forMedicine (Baltimore)were obtained, including article types of
a scholarly journal associated with the number of the cited
metrics. Results suggest that both methods of classifying article
types and quantifying co-author contributions might be
accommodated to other scientific disciplines. As such, which
type of articles and who contributes most to a specific journal can
be evaluated by scientists and scholars in the future.
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